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Selected photos taken between January 2006 and August 2008.

I want to communicate a sense of mystery and alternative reality, and give things a different 
perspective to that which would normally be considered. I suppose it's also about drawing 
attention to different subjects and also different ways of seeing those subjects. So, there are 
two levels here - the first is a focus on interesting / unusual and varied subjects and the 
second is a different way of looking at those subjects.

I've been developing a range of new techniques based on longer exposures, movement 
during exposure and varying light levels, which produce some unconventional results.

The other message to those viewing my work would be 'contrast' - both within the images 
themselves and to the 'norm' where artists often centre their thinking around a distinct 
subject. I tend to work the other way around and use a way of viewing the environment as 
the theme which produces a large variety of often very different subjects, as well as very 
different techniques. So, essentially, the process becomes the subject as much as the 
object being captured.
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opposite: gallery within Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam (07.05.06). this page: artist studio, Amsterdam (06.05.06)2







opposite: 'digital furnace', alarm clock (16.09.07). this page: 'carnival lights', Gloucester (19.04.07) 5



opposite: 'chocolate blur 2', trees & street light (13.01.06). this page: 'chocolate blur 1', trees & street light (13.01.06)6





opposite: light through beer (18.11.07). this page: door shadows, 26 New Street (22.11.06)8







'heat spin 1 & 2', tumble dryer interior (06.01.08) 11



opposite: land registry office, Gloucester (09.11.06). this page: tree canopy, Westonbirt Arboretum (19.11.06)12







Lloyds building, London (19.01.08) 15



opposite: 'green dragon lane', London (19.01.08). this page: 'blue room', cafe, London (19.01.08)16







opposite: 'red silhouette 1', 82 Calton Road (03.11.07). this page: cherry blossom, opposite 26 New Street (19.04.07) 19





opposite: 'corner shop blur', New Street (08.11.06). this page: 'white lines', Toys R Us shop (24.07.06) 21



opposite: 'blue scaffold', Swindon. this page: 'rain drops' (22.11.06)22





opposite: 'red silhouette 2', tomato plants behind curtain, 82 Calton Road (14.06.08). this page: 'green curtain', 26 New Street (20.01.07)24







opposite: 'arc-en-ciel' (rainbow), petrol tanks, France (14.02.07). this page: 'blind light', London (23.06.07) 27





opposite: 'the pink dam', construction site viewed from inside the Stedelijk Museum (07.05.06). this page: railway tunnel, Gloucester 
(19.11.06)
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